
As a young lad in Belfast, Derek and his twin
sister were regular performers on the local music
scene. They did their first gig aged 10. He then
moved from performing music to acting and
worked in theatre as well as movies including
The Long Good Friday, Yanks and Ghost.

Age: 53

Home town: Belfast

Derek on playing Charlie: “Playing Charlie for as
long as I have means it’s hard to tell what parts
of me have become part of his personality. I
certainly look like him. He is certainly a man of
the world because he’s seen it all and hasn’t lost
his sense of curiosity. But you have to get
involved on an emotional level with the character.
You must make the situation believable otherwise
the audience fails to engage in the storyline.”

Charlie’s best and worst traits: “He has this
amazing ability to forget about everything else
that is going on in his life when it comes to the
job. From day one he has had absolute focus.

But he does have a tendency to want everyone
to win. Sometimes he spends too much time
trying to hear everybody’s side of the story,
instead of making a bold decision.”

Derek’s real-life Casualty: “I had a really scary,
life-threatening asthma attack and my other half
rang the three nines and I was brought straight
into the A&E at Bristol Royal Infirmary. I knew
most of the people there and they were friendly
and totally professional. But I don’t think I would
have had the same confidence without the
experience of knowing what goes on there – that’s
why Casualty has been a real help.”

On-screen romance: Things looked so well
between Charlie and Jan Goddard in the
romance stakes in the last series. But he’s a man
of principle and when Jan’s true political
colours came out Charlie found it difficult to
maintain their relationship. He continues to be a
point of support to Duffy though.

Favourite food and music: “It has to be beans
on toast without any frills like Worcestershire
sauce or cheese. I also love the fried breakfasts
they serve on set. Music-wise I do like classical
music as it reminds me of the material I played
when I studied the flute.”

How do you keep in shape and relax?: “I swim
about three times a week and go for regular
long walks. I also love the sea and sail my boat
as often as possible.”

Did you know?

• Derek’s real-life son is called Charlie and 
has played the role of Duffy’s child in the
medical drama.

• He has recently starred in the movie The Wash,
whose lead star was hip hop artist Dr Dre.
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